WeVideo at Vidcon 2012

WeVideo will be present with online music licensing agency Audiosocket
Anaheim, CA [Vidcon 2012] - June 29th, 2012 - WeVideo (www.wevideo.com),
creators of the world’s most powerful and easy-to-use online video editing platform,
today announced they will be at Vidcon 2012. The company will be there promoting
their robust video editing platform with editors, producers and video enthusiasts alike.
WeVideo will be organizing an all day raffle at the event, promoting the Twitter hashtag
#MusicToMyEyes to win raffle prizes. Vidcon attendees are encouraged to tweet the
term #MusicToMyEyes tagged to their videos for a chance to win different prizes. The
hashtag reflects the synergy between the visual and audio aspect of storytelling with
video.
WeVideo will be part of a media pavillion with Audiosocket, a boutique music licensing
agency which provides content for media producers. The music provided from
Audiosocket’s extensive libraries are perfect for WeVideo users to combine the power of
audio and video elements to create compelling and fun stories.
“We are very excited to be at Vidcon this year,” said John Canning, WeVideo’s VP of
Product Experience. “This event is an engaging and exciting way for Vidcon attendees
to enter the world of online editing”.
Find WeVideo at Vidcon 2012 June 28th-30th
WeVideo will be located at booth #122. To participate in the raffle, visit the WeVideo /
Audiosocket media pavillion, tweet about how @WeVideo and @Audiosocket could
become a part of your video production and hashtag your tweets with
#MusicToMyEyes.
About WeVideo
Based in Palo Alto CA, WeVideo eliminates the cost and complexity of collaborative video publishing with
powerful, easy to use web-based tools. Founded in 2011 by Norwegian-based Inspera, WeVideo
leverages years of developing online video learning experiences for K-12 students. To learn more about
online video collaboration, please visit www.wevideo.com.
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